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-INTRODUCTION

Distribution

This handbook is being sent to secondary schools, ROC/ROP directors
1

and occupatiOnal administrators throughout the state of California.

This manual was written as the result of a series of meetings held in

4
nine dalifolmia cities during the spring of 1978. Invitatifns:to

participate were sent to alksecondary school.ocCupational adMinistratorS.

g7 the State"Depertment of Education and the:Chancellor's Office of-the
.

State Community Colleges.

The primary thrusts of the meetings (further described in the

section following entitled ''Brief History") we ;e to.review an occupa-

tional program planning manual written last year, 'Guidelines for Occupa-

tional Program4lanning; and to improve on the' latter seAions of that

handbook -- particularly.as they related to occupational,program evalua-

tion.

, 4 , '

Additional copies of this manual ma be Obtained from Dr.

Mbrris, California Community Colleges, 138 "S'1 Street, Sacramento,

Calif. 95814 or from Mr.,Wiliiam J. Callahan, ae-Dept. ofEANation;

721 Capitol Mall, Sacramento,, Calif. 95814.
A

Bjief History

--- This handbook was writitenafter a series of regional workshops were

conducted,Oroughout the state of California as the result.of. a project.

funded udder provisions of the Eddcational Professions DeVelopment Act,

PartJ., (P.L. 90-35). The office for Mew Dimensions of the Los Angeles"

Community College Districeserved as, the fisEal agent for the project.



c

This p ect
,

was a "continuation" f a. vocational educational.
> .

i.:- .

programAy had..Produced,-the'previous.yeari. a nianual entitle0buideline
.,

-
.

,

fox EstAblIshing,.Mddifying.and Terminating OCcupati/onal. Programs. The
4, . , , ,.

- 4 =

primary purposaof'the E.P.D,A. grant was to provide a series of in- service

training workshops to'betta-acquaint occupational administrators

9iroughout
the state with the originai,"'Guidelines" manual and to

itproVe'that handbook.

,.
.

.

.

Many of the membesief-the statewida-7consortium who had.bemAnvolved
. .

in the 1976177 project volunteered to setVetagain; this consortium met three
-..,,e ..

times,dUring the grant Perini to direct th-progress of_theprogramP The

consortiumI members are listed on page 1.

..
It became apparent during the first meeting of,the consortium and"

'
,,,,, ..

..the early meetings of theyorkshops that attending members were acquaint-4
. .

.,
: .

ed with,, and generally satisfied, with the materialscOvering the initia-

tion of occupational programs but were desireouof improving those areas

identified as modifying and terminating occupational programs. Secondly

it Was noted'at both tha consortium meetingt and at the workshops that

evaluation was the key to program modification and that the m4jor time

and effort in the workshops should 1).6 directed toward improvin pr
)

evaluation:-

Theconsortium provided the format for the workshops; the consortium

identified the projected areasfor worksh6.ps (Los Angeles, Riverside,
fig,

San Diego, Anaheim, Santa Barbara Fresh San Jose," Hayward, Sacramento

and Redding); tht consortium also provided the
.

format fox the workshops

which were to have:. an overview film; a presen ion by-a.consultant on
.

evaluation;-a review.of,the original handbook; a prepentation of a work-
A

\ )

0
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.-.

ing model of-a prOgram Modificatio4n chaft for the workshops to deVelOp..
,f1

.
.

.

. . . '4'
.. - t :

The consor4um also develoNd a-final revision of the' chart after the.,

) ..-

workshops were concluded-which is included in'the,front of this
,.... '

wSk
.-

kboo. -,
'tell,.

.

-4.

.

, .

ten 4orkShoPS:Weteplannedhut onlyhine were, held (the*Sch441ed
'.4 - -.5 .-

..
. t :, .; : -.. ,...- -

.:-.-

-3.73'mdting inLosAngelts-was.literally:rained.out).. iie meetings Stan
.

;approximately4four hours and included a slide, presentation; an

0 0

'

expert's presentatiod.on 'progra,Mevaluation and Several hours of work-

. 'members' time'in-developing_the program modification chart.

, .

:Three,of the workshop evaluation experts were. frqm SRI Internation%1

in, i M,e alo Park,4M i -S i.: fl;ey MOGi. l-licUddy pr ovide-d the fc-irst present'.atiOn,

Dr: Philip Sorensen direoted"the others with assistance in several
-,-

Y

meetings from Dr. Geotge Ebey:- 41. C.-Allen Paul, d'eari of teChnical-
t, ,

, , -,

vocational education atiirssmont College, presenl';the evaluation
.

.
.

materials at fheSan Diego meeting. Mr. Robert Sayette, previoiubly

J tP'._. .

d of'occupational edutation t, East Los Angeles College, and
,

Mrs',
,,..- ..,

,

Hop Holcomb, previously_the assistant to.the 'Chancellor in the -Los
,

Angeles-OSilitunity 411ege District,,dirted!the workshop'mset s ;Atli
.
i

Mr. Robert Holcomb.-4...

Use of Chart

The basic

43
a

rkine document' of this handbook isthe chart, included

at the beginning of this anua1,..... As used in J.ast year's Guidelines

handbook,. the chart is to be,' used priMartly as a Check fo occupa.-

tional administrators ,items will loop;livery significantly for

, some programs but may no e particularly important lor others. No

effort has been made to prioritize those items listed below each box

again such prioritizatio .:9,11-vary 'considerably from.prdgram to program_

and from district to distt.

8



f the chart is psed in conjUnjion!With.-qie dbook..of
, .. ,,

year, members suggested.that item One On re.neW:chart, "Operate
i K.,

,

!./
.7.

,.:,,.....
.,-, - .

7 PLC, ram" llohi'i be_suger-Mposed.i.ipon tthe,prevAouq,b0CWa'chartritems 9 and.
,

,. , ,..? -.;4 '. .41; 47 ''
'Ot .i. , r ...4.,

The primary emphasis of this h dbook is upon program evaluation

.particularl/ as, it relates7to. odification and ,termination. 7142 stated
,

. E . -. ,
...

'in the prioeyear's handbook, Vet'y littl 'info,lEmation has been written
i

', , -:'-'
,

on, program-ModifiCaeicin and, terminat by dalifornia,schOol'districitL,

Thug'thebjb,iogtapby 41luded in th Aantlal identifies Primatil
A 1

.

MAtetialS.te ated to evaluatio.. So 1a pects of prOpawmodification
Ili

were, inloriated in the :'original" dUideliceS 'c1977).
,

po
.,--,.-

\-- ,

-r' Al endum
/

. k:

,-
. Included in the latter.-SeCtion of:this handbook are mate

prov ed by Dr.Porensen,
. , ,

A
§acramento City College'.

V

, ,

, t

C. Allen. Paul, Mr.- ROhert .Sayktte and

Some of Dr. Sorensen's material was`presented

at- the workshops; dome was pfoyided,to the project director after the
r:\

, .

Workshops were completed. Mr..11aul's material is briefed, from his San

Diego Mt.

prLented-ancist worksho The associate ean of Occupational EdUCa=

Syettels material on advisory committees was

tion at Sacramento College provided data.on ttfzkc011ege%simet od of
. fir

working with advisory commirtees.



OPER4TE PROGRAM:
INITIATE EVALUATION
PLAN...)

`-A.s\indicated in the introduction, this handbook a sumes that an

,

occupational program has been conceived'and approved; fit 1.0 nov to
,

be implemented.

. (

ReviewAcoals and Objectives
i; .

t-

As :identified in4i4-I977 Guidelines, a comprehensive set-of goals

.:.'

and
,

objectivea shotildJba determined as' -.each neW,program is formulated.
. ,

TWOrkshop,att idees stressed thatPrior,to,progran initiation, a careful
..., J

revie of these2otiginal'gOals and objectives shoUld,be made and should
)

r
J 0 )

be.kapt In mind throughOut.the imPlementatiOnand-evaluation period.
_ ..

/

Review EvalUative.System

workshap participants.stressed the eimpo-rtance of

reviewing,'prior toprogram implementation, the:evaluation System

estahliehed'when the program was being formulated.

Review, Criteria for,Data CoIkedtion and Begin InformatiOn Co

At this point, the administrator should have a good:concept of

what Information he is going to,need',for measuring yhether the
'

program' goaia/and objectives. are being achieved. .11e)should have a

specificplan for gathering the ioformationrhe should know: Wily he

needs the data, what he needs. ,^ howihe is to ,collect ,them, when he is

going to obtain them.and:how ha:plans to evaluate them.



ANALYZE INTERNALAND_EXARNAL.FACTORS TO
DETERMINE' WHETHER OR NOT THE PROGRAM IS
...MEETING ORIGINAL GOALS AND/OR OBJECTIVES

. internal and External

, 1
e

As these t milkare used in this handbook,the internal aspects re-:

late to' those within the institution; others are external.' A gregt

nuttier of. the itemsconsidered in program eval 'tion are shared ones

-..between the,institution and the community of are items which should

be considered 'as evaluative faCiors'both within.the,institUtionkand

outside ofit; such iteMs'are'classified in the chart as "internal and

external".

Communications

An aspect often overlooked in program evaluation , ..communication.
ti

between institution .and community as well.as the communication within

the institution often need-'careful evaluation. ROW-effectively are
,

progreMs,advertized tp student4g, faCulty, employeta-and community?

-Is there some method of ascerteiRing whether the media form being-used

,is Succesa,fUl? Are there sufficient provisions Made foF feedback from

all individuals concerned? Is there a system fpr analyzing the infor-

mation gathered on:tommuriicahon?.

Political' Aspects

Every workshop gave attention to this ever-present feature of,

program Administiators more and more appreciate

program to he 'successful must have the:support of students, emploYeis,

instructors,. community and boards of eduCation." In addition, approval

is often needed from area, state and the federal government.,.

,

sophisticated communication-procedures; the prudent administratdt keeps.
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constituents aware of the program's progress and, in turn, keeps informed

aeto the reactions of the various political forces to the program. The
I

use of advisory committees, sureS,follow-up-studies, and broad-based

constituent's involvement in.the,program have prbveh effective techniques

in'proViding the information-needed by the.administrator who ie'sensitive

to the politiCal scene.

Budgets

-Workshop attendees reported that this item was often the most crucial

item in program control. The able administrator must be aware off"external"

budgetary chaftes which,may effect his program -- whether these are local,

state or federal. But closer to the scene.are budgetary changes within the

'institution and-his own need tu "control" the various costs items incor-

porated within the program's budget. It was emphasized that in his

original evaluation scheme, the administrator must establish a systematic

method of mainteaining an up -to -date budgetary picture of program and

provide for constant evalUation of the various budgetary items.

Legal Aspects.

Although closely identified with, political aspects, Many of the

occupationak'administrators at the workshops.felt that this item deserved

separate treatment. Here the emphasis is upon the need for the program

die-actor to be aware of current and pending legislation as it relates

to the program. Often quoted as. examples of the changing scene in this

regard were the recent federal laws regarding the handicapped, sex bias

and ethnic factors as they.relatd to both student registration and staff .

hiring practices. Other examples of'legal factors necessitating eVlua-
.,

tion analysis, include VEA regulations, environment'a'l control factors,
A

13



10 -

safety and health legislation as they affect occupational programs.

\e,

Transportation

Although not as significant an item as legal aspects in many

institutions,..many problems relating to student transportation were
. .

identified at the workshops:' The decIsion as to where to-.hold certain

occupational classes is often determined by the accessibilly and cost

of transportation. Problems of class scheduling and the growing

demand for busses for other purposes have made many administrators

More conscious of transportation problems when evaluating their programs.

Governance

The growing' centralization of control -- whether within the local

district, by state or federal action -- was often a subject concern

at the workshops. As with legal and political aspects, the program

administrator must be conversant -with the changing nature of governance

if he is to be fully aware of the many factors which may affect his

program. Again, the importance of keeping local and state personnel

informed as to a program's status was stressed at several of the

workshops.

Cooperative Education and Work Experience

112)Not all institutions are involved in these programs, but thoSe

administrators representing schools that had such, felt that these
__-

items were significant enough to warrant establishing evaluation check

_

`-points. The importance of providing proper administration, good

teichers and proper control of these prograls was stressed by the admini-

strators at the workshops. Examples were cited of cooperative education

programs which,had been well administered at the institutions and which

had good employer supervision that had- continued to flourish when
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programs lacking these elements had not been successful.

Funding Sources

Although this item was mentioned when reviewing budget evaluations,

workshop members felt that occupational administrators should provide

for an on-going evaluation of the funding sources involved in any new

program. A shift of policies on the part of VELA, the state department,

private sources and/or the district can have a profound effect upon the
1

institution's programs. The need to maintain an awareness of policy shifts

by keeping abreast of national`, state and local trends via periodicals,

bulletins and professional associattion meetings was emphasized by workshop

members.

Priorities

At severalMeetings the concept prioritizing was stressed. Admini-

strators recognize that obtaining funds for new programs is becoming more

difficult and they have to weigh the various programs against each other

to ascert4in which is the better. In a like manner, an administrator

cannot ev

items for

luate every aipect of every program and must identify those

evaluation which appear to be most significant. Local districts

and institutions often are forced to make similar prioritization decisions

as they review budgets, legal and political aspects of various programs.

Establishing early evaluation procedures for such prioritization can help

reduce the trauma which often accompanies making decisions in crisis

situations.
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I INTERNAL I

;Appropriateness of Goals and Ob ectives

As administratorsbegin,tb-ezaluate programs, one area too

often neglected, according to workshop participants, is that of

questioning the original goals and -objectives. Since goals are

normally,determined prior to gaining the knowledge that comes with

the experience of running a program, the participants at the

workshops, stressed the-need foi recognizing thatthese goals

themelves may need to be revised and that careful proerammonitoring

and analysis may illustrate the need for such changes.

Enrollment and Recruitment
a

Another key factor in program evaluation is that of enrollment

'analysis. Workshop participants identified the following. areas
4

needing evaluation when the administer is reviewing program enroll

the nature of students, legal requirements, numbers of

students enrolling, attrition rates, causes of attrition, declining

enrollment, effect of supportive services upon enrollment, nature

of recruitment and retention programs. Workshop attendees often

stressed the need for utilizing student surveys to identify

reasons for program retention, attrition, and recruitment strengths

or weaknesses'.

Input

As mentioned above, workshop participants stressed utilization

of a wide variety of institutional sources when evalqating programs.

The use of faculty and student evalUation. forms Was identified by

40'y as an effective method of obtaining feedback. Administrators,

3"'
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too, have to. be aleFt to information regarding the prograth received

froth staff members,'Higheruadministrators and from boar&members.
.

Additional Evaluation Areas,

Without going into a great amount of detail, the workshops identi-

fled the followingoreas as additional ones .that the occupational

litinistrator must revIeW,.as-he 3,s evaluating programs:

Equipment and Facilities - Cost, adequacy, obsolescence, mainte-

nance, replacemrt

Personnel = Competency; tenure factors, costs, strengths and

weakness; part time ox full time

Costs --Cost effectiveness,,cosi benefit, current and projected

Nature of Students - Are'evaluation procedures established to evaluate

students' attitudes, skills, sex, ages, ethnic composition?

How doeS one,Achange program to meet changing nature and needs

of students? r.

Administrative Decisions.- How is program affected by administrative

pressures? Decisions?

Support Services - Evaluat on should be made of the effect of support

services (counseling, student activities, financial aids,

guidance, placeMent, work study, etc.) on prOgram.

Time of Offering - Could program being offered at better time of day?

Should consideration be givenAto evening or week-end offering?

Curriculum' ,- When reviewing curriculum, the following questions

stibuld be raised: Are courses sequential? Does curriculum

really fit student needs? How does thiS program dove-tail

with other institutional programs?

1 T



Ard the teaching methods being utilized meeting student

'needs? What improvements can be instituted?, Are facilities,

equipment and personnel satistory?,

-vPlacementx.- Evaluation of placement shOuld include establishing a

system to determine: Hpw are students being plactd? Can

.instit441911 do more to ensure placemen0

Student Idtrfoimance:- Are; there methods of measuring. how students

are learning:, Sgills, knowledge, attitudeS? Apart from job

readiness, how hdve students gained, from program?.

Effect on Other Programs - How has, this program affected other

aspects of the institution stUdent,dawi perSonnel, other,

programs?.
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EXTERNAL

At the workshops, the participants stres.sed'the importance of

-maintaining communication with many external sources as.a means of ,
-

evaluating programs. Those identdfied to obtain reaction from
0

included the f011owing:
I

- The use o surveys and personal contacts. with employers

wereere suggested as way of keeping abreaSt of, employer need

a.limited number,of workshop member
.

sald
-

that their schools had close relationship with'labor organiza-

ation,

and evaluating employer reaction to progr

Labor - Although only

ation, they suggested that more copunicafion with labor groups

might assist in improving program evaluations.

Parents Here again, attendees stated.that only limited' contact;,

was made with parents, several atated.that this was.apotential
k

area for program assrinance and evaluation.

Other Training Institutions - With the growing public-demand to
, .

reduce,unnecessary duplication in education, educators have

given greater attention through regional councils and lough

informal discussions to the:activities, desires and evaluation

of other institutions. Experience of, other schOols in

similar programs has-proven beneficial to hdee institutions

launching new prqgrams and in evaluating t eir own: Regional

consciousness has-grown, publiC institutions he bec e more

awake of "non-school" training institutions such as co unity

based organlildans (Oivaie and public agencies) and the re-
.1

13
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cognition that these institutions too can assist when one

.

.

is, measurinethe strengths and weakness -es of programs:
- _

Trusts and Board of Education members vary consi4prably

their participatiqn in program management, but many workshop

administraters emphasized the importance of both providing'

information to, and being aware of the reactions f

thesepolicy making.individuals. It was pointed out thA,

.

when advance%information:is-proyided to boardgmembers, they

are more likely to be more objective their evaluation-of

new programs.

Media -.Apart from utilizing the media for Advertizg programs,,

occupational administrators can gain valuable, ,information

regarding-community evaluations of programs when these

are reviewed by the media.

Advisory Comm tees'- Workshop attendees stated that other than

* ufthe i stitUtion's.own eValuatidna ,the co 'unity advisory

a
committees. often serve As.the,best,ecialuativi tools. A two-

_

page review of'advisory committee Use:and functions is

included in thi's workbook's appendix.

Licensing Agencies - Although seVing only a 1,imited number of

occupations, the reports of licensing agencies can

serve, as a valuable source of prograMelialuation.
f , . .

State Evaluation'SydteMs Although scheduled-to go through,some-

revisions in tha near future, theivahous, state-wide
N

systeMs, COPES, DROVE, SAM; TRACE hav the past. years

,served as significant evaluation systee With 4bavy'

emphasis upon institutional self-analysis, these sytitemp
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r
usualy provide fora broad review' of institutional pro-

,

,gras, but also operated tq iaolAte and look,, in

pt ,ad'a singe one (e.g.'pOliceacience)1.

4 (
4 v

Bechanges -:ecauge of the numerous changes' that can a ect. an-

o.
fi

,

-insTitution's' program which are external to'instdtubn:si
t- .

co ,,

ontrol% the wise'adMinistrator tries .to. Iceep abreast-_of these
. ' .

. changes and utilizes' information gathered whL evaluating

-1

hia.prOgrams; these'changes include the following:

Technology - Bedause o thelapid technological changes in

today's world, it is incumbent upon the administrator of

occupational programs to keep aware of the impact of such

changes upon his programs. As e evaluates/ a program, he

must consider how technological changes of ect the

teachingAethodology, the physiCal plant, the st dents and

teachers; and what the possible effect may be upon enrollment

and placement.

Sociological Aspects - With the'continuing population shifts

being sb much a part of the California scene, It is impera-

tive that the state's educators be aware of the demographic

changes in their areas and how these may-impact upon his

rbgrams. How will a reduced' population at a "lower"

school change his programs? Will a major' ethnic shift

alter the methods of teaching? How will the emphasis upon

providing equa4ty Offtraining almost all occupations
,

r
for women, handicapped and older citizens a fect his progrm

and hig evaluation of it? How -will these sociological

factois alter his hiringlractices? Counseling? Placement?
o
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Economic Factors EcOnOmicchantes are as aignifICant to the educator

as thesociol tital ones, A sudden Shift'in job opportunities

can 'change a marginal program into a dynamid one or, converse-
'% .40

ly,:;\destroy it. In'evaluating any program, the educator has

to recognizeOpihthelong and short term edonomic. *hifts;

'a prime example of the effects of such shdfts upon programs

is exemplified in theoengineeri4-all 'areas which have waxed.:'
.

d, in,conforld.ty with the ever shifting economy,

workshop attendees remarked that these,shiftS

cafild lead t 'qUicksand for good programs in peric4 of

edonomic'stress if p atement became the only key detetmine

whether a program was retained or dropped.

Another_edonomic factor to evaluate is, the nature of

changing competition to the program from other institutions,

organizations or agencies.

2K7
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IDENTIFYING OPTIONS FOR
MODIFICATION AND ANALYZE
CONSEQUENCES OF glei OPTION

Establish Rationale and Strategy for Change

1

Having evaluated'a program,'the administrator has to:determine

whether to maintain bit ,(status:quo)r7t6 suspend it (keep it on' the books

for future use) to Modify.it, or in extreme cases, to terminate it.

The administtator'who wishes to.mDdify a Program now hskto utilize his

evaluation information ac the basis for establishing arationale for

change. What specific areas appear to be needing modification? What 1

are the possible. changes that could be 'made?.. What are the various ways

of making these changes?
,

Determine Implementation Plans

The adminiStrator, having decided what areas need changing and .

,having established various alternative methods of operating the program,

a.

must now establish a plan for 'Change, Are such changeb feasible?

Suitable? kcceptable? Some roadblocks appear immediately if,personnel

Changes-seeM imperative's -- can one move to transfer a permanent.;

tenured instructor who has strong ties with .one of-the teacher:6iganiza7

tions? Are costs prohibitiVe when newer equipment is needed ? Can 147is

lingual teachers 'be hired when the ethnic-Makeup of the students make it

appear that, this would be wise?

Establish Time Lines

Along with-the determining how to plan to inijlement change, the

administer must decide what schedule to follow in relation to "selling

the changes" and in implementing'itafter obtaining approval.

.g
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11RECOMMEND PROGRASE
MODIFICATIONS

-Provide Justification for Change 4

'Assuming that these changes must be approved by another administrat,or,

the program admfniStratOr must provide,his reasons for making-them What

have been the results of . evaluatbion analysis? What will result from

these.changessuggestedT What are the-effects upon personnel, students,

facilit4, cost, equipment? Are there income factors to consider?-
, el

Legal or tical consequences?

Provide P 4ies and Alternatives

TWadminisker shouldascertain which changes are most signifi-

J

-Cant and when each should be implemented. According to the situation,

ften alternate chan pge-strategies should be provided when.costs, personnel

or other significant change factors must be considered, . Many of the

cpnsideratiOds.incorporated `in the original GuidelineS'Mandhookin program
)

initiation should be.reviewedjf,major changes are envisaged.

Establish Proposed Evaluation Methods for Proposed Program J

Included im:recoMmended program mdifiCations should :be newly

dete ed .evaluation plans. If extensive; changes are proposed, considera-,

tion should also'be given to reviewing and/or revising the original goals

and objectives.
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,APPROVALS FOR
CHANGES

Modify,. Suspend or Terminate Program

.
__, i"

As directed by the board, presi nt orprincipal',the occupational

administrator should receive approval for ..changes and thgh implement
°

:them. Suspended programs are usually thOSe keptio ice" for aiyear

[Or two When more,favorable conditiOns.may proVide:an opportunity to

reinstate them..

Communicate Changes

A final area'of workshop discussions centered on the need for admini-

strators to'flilly inform students, staff and community of program changes.

There was general agreement that efforts to communicate more extensively

Woliad result in more effective programs.

Although .the abbve paragraph completes the coverage of the chart

development provided byrthe administators at the state-wide workshops,

the following materials describe in greater detail the contibutlons of

the consultants who assisted witthe project. This appendix includes
.

an evaluaTion study by Dr. Philip:11. Sorensen, an outline'of Mr. Allen

Paul's .San Diego workshop presentation, an overview of:advisory committee

functions as prOvicled7 by Mr, .Hobgrt Sayette and a bibliography of

materials primarily related to program evaluation.
°



PIALUATii*OF OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAMS

Dr.Thilip H. Sorensen

Introduction

. .
. .

Planning,,implementation,.and evaluation are recurring functions of
1, prOgranumanagement. A pcogiam is planned' asa7reasonable-aolution to a
6 , problem or need -- as a NA)237 to overcome a difficultyor:achieve certain

goala. The planned PrOgraMis tfted out or,impIemented to aea'Whether
the -problem is solved or the goals are realized:

.

Evaluation is vhe process of asseMhlin&avidenCe about what as -done
, .,

and about theConsequences of what waajtone sothat sensible judgments,.
,hand decisions can be madeabout what to, do next. The judgments
upon'-the evidence may lead to a decision to? try, again but in a;.Sotewhat
different way. Thus; unless'the in4ial,prOblem or need". that started
the Whole process :evaporates in the meantime,- the sequenCe'sOf planning,
implementation, and evaluation begins gain but with' mote and better
information on which to base the new planning.

, . .
.

.

. .

,

This sectiDn..i&, abOut the eValuatidn7Of occupational programs. The
purposes of the<section are limited to the:: main points:

1. To show how evaluation is, related: to program planning and
,program implementation.

Z. To identifY some desirable qualities to seek in any prOgraM
evaluation. ;

To clarify some 'reasons:for evaluation and to iIluStrate how
/

various reasons lea-to diffeteht approahces.

4. To describe various recognized and accepted models or
approaches tet program evaluation.

.

5. To list some references or other sources that provide more
'detail than is appropriate for this handbook.

Uses pf Evaluation

In the broadest sense, the purpose bfevaluation is to help someone
'make a decision or chOose on& alternatives: :Iiitbe context of occupa

gm,.. tional pOiram planning, t e cental decisions are about ways to.improVa-
---- the total'program and individual elements of it. -,:

.

Sequentially, the evaluation question of first priority is to decide
whetherHOt-not specified prograM purposes are important enough to justify
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some'expenditure of resources. Note that this first question is asked.
of the purposes to be served by a program, not'of a prpgram as it
currently operates. This allows one to assess the importance of purposes
independent of any existing or proposed means for achieving such purposes.-

Figure 1-illustratesa sequence of questionS that an occupational,
program manager might ask with. :respect to a specific course or other
element in ihe oversell program. For illustration,'Ietthat element be
denoted as "X."

46Figure 1 suggests, the first question thatsystematicevaluatien
can hp answer is whether or not certain prOgram purposes are worth .

pursuing. The approach to such a questi6n'is not unlike'that followed
in program planning and somehow. distinct from evaluation. Witty equal
justification, one may see needs assessment as a first step in evaluation.
Functionally, such. distinctions are not worth an argument. Essentially
the same tools and techniques offormulating qUestions, ,gathering.And
Analyzing data, and reporting findings, apply to the process. The
important point illustrated in Figure 1is,that the'termination decision
is based on an assessment of the iMportAnCe oVOurposes of "some" program.

If it,iSestablished that the purposes justify some effort, then
it is appropriate to assess the appropriateness of alternative means to
those ends. In ,Figurej, a means (program X)' already exists, so te
next question seeks to determine theadequacy of X. If the e-purposes are
worthwhile ("yes" to question 1) and the present mean to those purposes-
are satisfaet6ry ( "yes',' to question 2), then continuation of X'without
,change is justifiedr

Figure 1 has been intentionally simplified to illustrate only
yes-or-no Answer& to broad questions. In_prectiCe,' answers are not

.

likely to be categorical agreement or disagreement will be expressed
in degrees or shades of difference. 'Itts a rare program in which.some
modifications will not be considered desirable, either in the specifica-'
tion of purposes and objectives or in-the way that the program operates. '
Thus, the cycle of planning modifications, trying thet out,, and evaluat-
ing them is initiated. In the end, the main application of evaluation is
in the continuing' search'for more effective and more economical ways to
achieve worthwhile purposes;

Evaluation in Relation to Planning and Program Implementation

igure 2 illustrates two paths from'plan to program to:program
outcom The broken-line path illustrates intentions and goals.while
the son -_line path illustrates the observable world. For simplicity,
the Antec dents of "the plan" are. not shown -- the problem to be solved,

,the-needs sessment, that identified discrepeancies between the existing
and an acceptable state of affairs, and so 'on. Figure 2 helps illustrate
several relationSilipS and possible discrepancies that eithermay'be_foci:
of evaluation or factors to be considered in an evaluation.
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Are the purpOlSes of X
,sufficiently important
to warrant expenditure
of effort and resources?

ir

Terminate
X

Is X satisfactory as it is
presently defined and operating?

1.

Initiate cycle of planning-
implementation-evaluation
of alternatives to or.
within X

-Continue X
as before

Figure 1

SIMPLIFIED SEQUENCE OF QUESTIONS AND DECISIONS ABOUT
PROGRAM TERMINATION ANI) MODIFICATION

2 3
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INTENDED
PROGRAM

.4111116 01,

ACTUAL
PROGRAM

Figure 2

BASIC SEQUENCE FROM PLANNING TO
IMPLEMENTATION TO OUTCOME

(Numbers Defined in Accompanying Text)

DESIRED
OUTFOMES

OBTAINED:
OUTCOMES

Path segment 1 refers:to the. logical Consistency'or congruence
between a stated plan and descriptions of an intended program. A compre-'
hensive plan for a program will include at least the following
characteristics:

i. Specific statements of applicable policies, purposes, and
objectives.

2. Approaches (methods, strategies) to achieve the stated purpoSes
and objectives, described in sufficient detail to guide action.

Provisions for contingencies, such as an alternative methOd
of staffing if certain key personnel are not available.

4. Consideration of environmental factors and other situational
variables that may affect implementation,such as estimates of
the SPA"

5. A realistic timetable of activities and events.

6. Specification of individual and organiational responsibilities
for implementation (e.g., who is to be responsible and held
accountable for what actions).

7. Acknowledgmeot.of the relationships between purposes and
resource allocations or, more simply, a "program budget.",

A plan for a program may be evaluated logically against such cri-
teria as the above. It alSo may be evaluated empirically on many,-if
not all, of its elements. Foriexample, assumptions should be questioned
and verified when possible, such as assumptions that certain resources
will become available on schedule or that estimates ofthe marketplace
are based on accurate and up-to-date indicators.
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Path segment 2 in Figure 2' refers to the plausibility or likelihood
of achieving desired outcomes given adequate implementation of an intended
program. The objectives of a' program -- shown in the figure as "desired
outcomes" -1- should be realistic, reasonable, and consistent with known
facts. In a formal sense, the desired outcomes are hypotheses about what
will occur under specified circumstances -- "If X occurs under conditions
A, B, and C, then Y will result."

An "if-then" proposition such as the above accomplishes the following
things:

1. The intended program -- X -- is described.

2., The environmental and situationalvariables'thought to affect
the operation of the intended prograk -- A, B, C, and so on --
are defined.

3. Th 'desired outcomes or objectives - Y -- are specified.

Specifications such as the above set-the stage for systeMatic evalua-
tion by indicating the kinds of questions that should guide an evaluation.
Was the program implemented as intended? Did external variables exert
expected influences? To what degree were desired outcomes realized?

capsideration of path segments 3-and 4 in Figure 2 will help clarify
the relationship between the propositions about the; lanned program and
what actually occurs. Path segMent,3 refers,to the relationship. between
the progtamplan and the program that'aOtualiyis implemented.- The
empirical test of the adequacy of'the ptogram plan for implementation
lies in the discrepancies between the intended prograM and'that which
is impleMented (see 5 in the figure). In what ways did the actual progtam
depart from what was planned or intended? Was a discrepancy between the
intended and impleMented progtam the. result of something that Might have
been controlled -.7. that is anticipated and\provided for thro gh an
alternative in the plan, such as a contingency plan for staff ng? Or was
a discrepancy the result of something that was beyond directdontiol, such.
as an unexpected turn in 'economic conditions that affected revenue? In
-any case, what lessons for planning can be drawn from the fact that the
actual program differed from what. was'intended?'

The impOrtance of identifying and analyzing discrepancies between
intended and-actual programs' highlights a common shortcoming in many
program evaluations. 'All too often, the program that is to be evaluated
is defined by little more than its label or name rather than by the
process, activities, and conditions that give it operational meaning.
it follows inevitably that discrepancies between intended.and'actual
prograM implementation cannot be detected, described, and assessed -for
their importance unless (1) the intended program is described and
(2) the actual-program is observed and described in similar terms.

Evaluation research over the past few years suggests strongly that
certain differences beiweenPlans and intentions are unusually 'critical

, ,
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for their effect on desired outcomes. One such difference s he dis-
tinction-between "planned time on atask" and-"engaged.time on a task .".j,

For example, an instructional program may call for 30 minutes of drill'
or practice on a Specified skill duringeach.instruCtional day.
fOrmal schedule and lesson plans may,eXist to.help assure:that'this

. occurs. Observatibn of classrobm activities freqlnentlyshowshowever,
that the actual amount of time devoted to the activity is less than
planned. The reason may be is simple as the time of day that the activity
is scheduled, such as preceding or following. a break or recess which
involVes some "get ready" er"settle down" activities that consume time
but are irrelevant to the instruction. 'Furthermore, popile vary'in
their attending behavAorOr'"engagement in'the _task" within a sinvle
classrobm. Suchvarfatibna, both within a classroom and across class-
rooms, cannot be detected and recorded unlesa.they are obaerved syste-
matically. If one.seeks to understand the relationship between'instruc7--
tional processes and-their outcomes, then the instructional processes must
be measured as accurately aabthe'outcomes.

Path segment 4 id Figure 2 illustrates the latter point. Whether
or not the actual program corresponds tq the intended one, it is only
the actual program and the obtained'outcomes that can be,observed,
measured, and analyzed to provide a basis for understanding why "X leads
(or does not lead) toj under conditions A, B, and C." The relationships
implied by path segment 4 are the heart of evaluation reserach -- the
search for explanation in terms of cause and effect.

Finally, the differences between desired outcomes and obtained
outcomes (see 6 in Figure 2) identify the crucial contrast for estimating
the effects of a planned program. Estimating effects, however, may
require considerably more than a simple comparison. Suppose that desired
outcomes or objectives were defined in terms If changing an existing state
of affairs into'a more desirable One, such as might be derived from a needs
assessment. For example, imagine that a vocational program manager
receives reports from employers that many graduates of a vocational pre-
paration program are not able to do certain things that an employer
reasonably can expect a new hire to be prepared to do following co pletion
of the voeational program. These reports distiArb the program man er who
seeks evidence to support'or refute the contention.

Some hasty fact-gathering confirms that the employers probably are
'correct, so the program manager-and instructional staff plan a modifi-
cation of the instructional program to rectify the oversight.' A test of
the skill is developed and administered to a sample of students currently
in the program to estimate existing skill levels. A criterion of pro-
ficiency at the end of training is defined by instructional staff with
the help of the advisoly committee, and a panel of employers. Instructors
are asked to implement the plan.)o modify instructional;'and trainees are
given the performance test following completion of the program. What
are the possibleoutcomes and what conclusions might be drawn from the
result's?

For simplicity possible outcomes may be reduced to four extremens
as shown in Table 1.

31
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Table 1

INFERENCES FROM RESULTS. OF PROGRAM MODIFICATION AND
'MEASURES OFSKILL ACHIEVEMENT

'

Implementation of
ProgiaM Modification

Modification implemented
as planned.

Modification not
implemented as
planned.

Pbser4d Consequence on 'Skill Measure
triterion.Level Criterion Level.

AChieVed Not AChieved

Program appears
to,be effective.

PrOgram.probably
is. not a critical
cause. of skill
achievement.'.

1-7

Program. does not
appear to be effective.

_

Program effectiveness
cannot be assessed
because the plan was
not implemented.

Note that only one of the four cone:Visions in Table 1 can be stated
with confidence; that Conclusionja the one which asserts thatthe pro-
gram modification has not been tested dde-tofailure to implement it as
planned.' The remainingthreeconclusions are tentative at best, given
the conditions of the evaluation.

/4.

To assert conclusions Rit-h, greateraConfidence or greater generality,,
future-evaltiatios should consider such issues as the following;

1. Are. there other program modifications-that are more effective c
or less costly. or both?

2. How7mudh oftheimptoveMent can be ttributed to influences
other than the program Modification? For example, were the

"unuSuar or not typical in some key respeCt?

3. How valid is the measure of skill achievement? -For example,.
-'hOw well does performance on the test pIedict performance on

the)ob?. For that matter, how criticatis the skillAitself
tdOverall performance on the job? After all, the program' as
Modified on the strength of employetg' opiniona, not a rigorous
analysis of.job requirements.

Several additional questiOns could be listed, but the above are
sufficient to make the following points:

1. Measures of program implementation are essential if one seeks
meaningful conclusions about cause-and-effect relationships
between-participation in-a program and accomplishments follow-.
ing participation in that program.

2. Eeveral-reasonable' alternatiye programg least more than
one -7 must be examined-before any concluSions can be drawn
abOut relative effectiveness or relative costs or both.

32
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3. Conclu\siona about effects are very sen tive to. qualities.oft
the measures of effects. When the indeX oftraining program
effeCtiveneas is performance in a next higher level of training
or on the job, the quality of measurementalidity is partict-
larly crudial, Furthermore, when effectiveness is assessed
against arstandard 9r criterionof competence that is based on
'judgment without.substantiating:empirical evidence, inferences'
about effectiVess are bound 'directly to the quality of,:the
lodgments that defined the criterion level.

4. The desired outcome of participation in a program rareilis
singular. Usually one i interested in more thamknowlege or
skill, although these may k e the central objectivesprogrami;
may be judged against several' criteria, and it is notunusual to
find that judgments about the worth of a program will[:vary with.
the criterion_ invoked. Cost of course, is an obviOuacriterion
to include with a measure of effectiveness. So, tod,;Haremeasures
of opinion and preference,. including. the attitudes ons4instruc-
tional staff. Most orthese criteria calijor meastires other

.
than tests. "'-r-'

5. :Evaluation designs and methoda of analysis are available that
will permit more worthwhile conclusions to be drawn For,example,
'alternate nethodcomparison4eSigns with either experimental or
statistical control of trainee assignment to methcidwill.increase
the generality of conclusions. As anotter examplereplication

repeating :the trial with SucoessIve groups,of trainees)
Will add strength to conclusions. As a furtheveXample,
variate correlational analyses that take account4rf trainee'
charateristiCs; instructor characteristics, specific processes.
in the instructional method, cost factOrs; and Sci.on, will
extend the range of possible conclusions.

Desirable Qualities in Any Evaluation

The foregoing discussion of the relationship of evaluabion to pro-
gram planning and program implementation has helped illuatrate several
considerations that should be made in planning and tarrying-oUt'an evalu-
ation. In the following paragraphs, these and other cOnsidefations are.
stated or restated as reminders about qualities tb seeicin any evaluation.

Evaluation involves the application of humadAudgment to
evidence. Because this is so, individualpreferences and
predispositions will influence way i which evaluation
questions are stated,.. selection o evi encei choices among
methods of data collection and an lys s, and so on. A "good"
evaluation Will1be explicit in stating assumptions and
expressing the'rationale for choices among approaches or,
kinds. of data. A good evaluation also wili.be designed to
protect against erroneouvOr Unwarranted inferences by
remembering that a hypothesis can be tested only under con
ditions where it can be either rejected accepted.
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°New

Evaluations haVe no value if they st.e not available to those
who must make decisions when the-time for-tho decisions
comes due. Evaluation'reports must be time. . This often.

- means that approximations must sltand for m.re precise-estimates
that might be possible" with more time- ad tionarresourtegi
Put another way, good. evaluations are designee ith the
timing needs of decision- makers in mi d. If eh s means
that compromises in' methodaareMade to -a y a decision
timetable% then a goodevaluation will be explicit in de-
scribing the delimttations and restrictions thatapply to
inferences that can be drawn from the analyses.

Evaluations shou cognize andacknowlege multiple causality.
of:events in gene al:and human behaftor in particular. Short-
term conse nce may exert'a ripple effect on later consequences,
One prograth may influence other programs in unintended ways.
:Events and conditions external to a program .7---_social.and
politital-developments, activity in the marketplace-- will
influence the .program environment, .often in unexpected ways..
A'"good" evaluation Scarcely can be other than Multivariate
in. forms, vartitularly When it is realized that experiMental
controls are virtually impossible to establish and maintain.
It is just such *ability to control conditions in a "natural
experiment" and the inevitability of multiple. causality that
makee'it essential that the programa:under study be Observed
and. measured periodically and frequently.. One ay not be
able to control the treatment, but one can descr e it in

'process terms.

Evaluation data should be based on measures obtained under
conditions that reflect attention to criteria of measurement
quality. Many of these criteria are too complex to;_dlscuss
in this brief section, but mention of them can at least
serve to alert one to the, issues. Key criteria include the
following:

s'

7 Objectivity, or the ability to share data and test for
common interpretation by different observers.

-- Reliability, or the qualities of consistency and stability
in measures.

-- Validity, which may refer to several attributes. In
evaluation of instructional progiams,°the following two
are-most important: (1)thecontent validity of the
measure (e.g., does A test used reflect a fair sample of
the content of instruction) and (2) the predictive validity
:of the measure e.g, the relationship between the
measuie, such as a performance test of skill following -

training, and a gubsequeht measure of performance in the
stetting wherellthe skill is applied, such as error rates
6n the job).
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-- Practicality, or the feasibility of applyingothe measure
or obtaining the data in:the intended way.

Evaluations must reflect high standards of professionalism:
(1) the integrity of the evaluation Staff, (2) prOtection
against systemhtic bias.in'the formulation of questions,
aolleCtion of data, and analysis and interpretation of.findings,
(3) strict adherence to confidentiality of sensitive or'
personal information:

Contrasting Orientations Toward Evaluation

The manner in which program evaluations are approached and carried
out will affected by a host of factors, some of which are determined
by external circumstances and others of which simply reflect the cepa-.
bilities and styles of those undertaking theevaluatiOn. :F011owing is
a brief discussion of of the issues that an evaluator should con-
sider since each will a bearing on the manner in which the work is
undertaken. The issue e expressed below as though they were choices
between one orientation or a competing' one; in practice, the choices .

may not be as. extreme as mavbeiMplied.,

.

Formative or Summative Evaluation

Formative evaluation concentrates'primarily on the development or
alteration of a program;, course, or unit while it is still fluid.
Empirical research methods may be applied'to such activities 'as 1) successive
tryout and refineMent of materials, (2) developing descriptions of target
.groups'(e.g.,capabilitiesil, attitudes,,interests) to aid in planning, and
materials development, (3) definitioi of goald and objectives to. Assure
clarity, reasonableness (i.e., capable of being Attained), 'and appropriate
Specificity, and (4) implementation procedures and variations in methods,
The formative evaluatovstib.40 be,part of the program development team
from the outset. As such, the formative evaluator Usuallyshares (or
comes to share) the developer's enthusiasm for developing something that
works well. The fcirmative evalUator's special contribution4omea primarily
from abilit to apply empirical research techniques., in continuous, fast-
feedback, assessment of, alternatives before'the program (course, unit)
is Trozen2and put into general use, .

Summative evaluation is directed toward assessing the overall pro-
gram aftetAt is.in operatiOn..'Summative evaluation'' has essentially the
same meaning as !'impact assessment," and will pay attention to,bOth
intended and unintended outcomes of the prograM. If nothing else,
summative evaluation is concerned with consequences of programs, but
this. does not mean that suMmative evaluation cannot also involve analyses
of processes.

One implication of extraordinary'importance_follows.from.the dis-
tinction between forpaative and summaiive.evaluation. It is very difficult
for the.same.person qr team to serve both the functions of formative
and summative evaluation. The formative evaluator.hasheen an active
participant in the development. effort, The summative evaluator should
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be independent of the,program development so that the summative evaluation
can be objective and accepted by others as such. This.is important.
because the, audiences for summative evaluations usually are those who
set policy and determine resource allocations. These distinctions
suggest that summative evaluation should be conducted by a third ,party,
who has no stake,in the decisions that follow the evaluation.

ilk
ComparisodWor Absolute Standards

. Compliative evaluations concern relatiye differences, such as . A
differences'between similar groups or 4ifferences over time for a single
group.. Absolutist evaluations refer assessing results against
standards related to prograd objectives. .Comparing'a group's perfordance
against norms on a standardized test of,achievement.illustrates..one
Common comparatiVe*valuation. By contrast, minimum competency testing
(in which a minimum acceptable level of performance is defined in advance)
illustrates a kind of absolutist evaluation. In the testing field; the
distinction between normr4ferenced tests fad,criterion-referenced tests
is analogous to, comparative vs. absolutist evaluation:

Internal or External Evaluation

Internal evaluation refers to that conducted by persons from the

t

program staff. As noted undeediScuss on of formative and summative
evaluation,:formative'evaluation by it nature is internal even though '
someone "from the outside" is retained to work with the developers and
provide formative evaluation services.

External evaluation refers to that conducted by someone independent
from the program staff. Credible sumMatiyeeValuation usually is external
evaluation.' - * .

Evaluation and Evaluative Research

The distinction between evaluatiOn.and evaluative research (or
perhaps more appropriately, between evaluation and scietific inquiry)
involves issues too complex to develop in thillhandbook. -Roughly, however,.
such pairs of terms or phrases as the. following will connote, if not
satisfactorily clarify, kind's of distinctions intended: question vs:
hypothesis, descriptive vs. explanatory, impact vs. causal, empiriCal
generalization vs. theory, assertion vs. proof, applied vs. basic.

_ .

The above terms imply differentes in purpose and approach that
exaggerate some of the distinctions intended. As noted at several:pointS-4
earlier in this section, evaluation is inquiry applied 'to making choices
or decisions. yot example, an evaluation may seek to reduce uncertainty
for a manger who must make practical decisions about policie.and the
allocation'of resources. Evaluative esearch and to an even greater
extent, scientific inquiry -- isles concerned with,imtinent deciaions'
or choices and more concerned with c natrUcting a network of propositions'
and theories that "explain" general zable phenomena.
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In a crude sense, evaluation must try to answer such questions as
°OOPs.it'work"or"1101,7wc1,1-cloesit.viork7,,or"hOw much 'does- ft. cost to
operate. ". Evaluative research tries to answer a few more'qUestions,
such as "why does it work that way" or "for whom does it .work best un&qr
certain conditions" of "does it have to coat that much."

Evaluation ia'one pibdUre, is:3r formulating:and testing hypotheses,
but not necessarily' ypotheseapf the same fordand generalizability as
derived in formal acientifiC inquiry. Evaluation of educational programs
uses. most of thempthodological and analytic tools of the social and
behavioral sciences, and Sho4d use them with no less rigor and tough-
mindedness: Evaluation7resUlts can'Pontribute to sSientific thepry.,
building, but that is not: an, essential quality of evaluation.

Experiments, Quasi -Experiments , and Natural Variation

Thede comments might have been headed, "consensus and controversy
in the design of evaluations." On two fundamental points,.there- is
general agreement regarding evaluation design that is, the Conditions,
and schedule under-whiCh data are.collected ormeasutes are taken:

1. The design should be such that findings are interpretable.

2. The design should. be such that findingsare ,generaleable.
-- ,

Interpretability referg primarily to the ability to make appropriate
"attributions of:tase" Were the results.;due.to the program, or could
the-results be dde to Other factors that the desigh_did,not.Control for
or that the analyses could not offset? Examples.pf problems of attii-
bution of cause were mentioned earlier in-the disscuseiOn of evaluation.
in relation to program Rimming and implementation.

Generalirability refers to the ability to extrapolate findings from
aparticular evalUation to other situations. (This quality sometimes is
referred to as the external validityof the design.) PrObIems,of_generaii-
zability are entangled with issues of. sampling in the broadest
sense' -- the representativeness Of thesefting or situation, and the
replicability of the program., t

Points at issue regarding appropriate and acceptable designs are c.

not trivial. While authorities tend to agree without controversy, regard-
ing the inappropriateness of some designs (e.g., the so-called "ex post
facto experiment"), stronepositios have been declared regarding true
"experiments" and the place of coirelational studies.in program evaluation.
Campbell and Stanley (1963) are committed to the true experiment, express
qualified suppott for other designs, and suggest'rigorous'sftictures
regarding conditions that makeyorrelational studies appropriate.

By contrast, Cooley and ohne400976) haVe made,a persuasive case
fot multivariate correlation 1 studies: "The multiVariate correlational
studies proposed...may not support the direct, causal Inferences that
some educators desire, but neither, do they make impossible demands for

.1
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rigorouslY:experimental data bases . . Educational innovations have to
be evaluated in natural settings ... Replication should be the rule.

!(

The reliabi ityof important contrasts between worthy, competitive''
Instruction 1-models should be demonstrated by replication of them, over
and over, again if possible. The role of Statistical procedures in
establishing,evaluation contrasts'is heuristic more than inferential "'

c

The underlying preference reflected in comments throughout this
section of gle handbook is toward the.Cooley and Lohnes position. _\--simr 1

General Models of Evaluation

Aftergiving due credit to,others who have nndertaken. a similar
exercise, Ernest:HouSe of the UniVersitY,of has 'developed a
taxonomy of major evaluation maels.(libuse.,,,1970).- Reproduction of
HOUSe's:taxonbmy,in_this handbook-AS' A convenient way of illustrating
the ranse.of legitimate approaches tO program evaluation in education.
Since the taxonomy is organized, to display differences according to such
dliensiona:,as,major audiences, preferred outcomes, and typical questions;
`the taxonomy:also may serve as a preliiinary catalog of options from'
which one mightchciose when considering alternatiVe,evaluation'approaChes.
It Should go without saying that the taxonomy' can. be eXpanded to admit
new models. And for someone who treats the taxonomy A6 a catalog of
options, it should be evident that eclectic combinations are not',
prohibited.

iouse's taxonomy which follolis is as-it appeared in the Educational.
Researcher, Vol. 7, No. 3, March 1978. Even thoughthe table format is
highly., telegraphic in:itsdeacriptions of the majormodels, effort
to expan4 upon that,abbreviateddescription in this handbook would
be scarecely less concise. Forreaders who seek more information, the
bibliography at the pages 43 and, 44

v.
.

Dr: Philip H..''Sorensen iss seniorlaydhologist in educational research
at SRI tnternational,. 333 Rovenswo9d Avenue, Menlo Park, Calif. 94025.,,,,

+. 'rr%.
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FIGURE 1: A TAXONOMY OF MAJOR EVALUATION MODELS
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1.PROGRAM EVAL ATION

C. Allen Paul, Deari,,Tethnical7Vocationa1,*,
Education). GrossMont College

3Y 1

Director's, Note:" -The folloWing is abriefoutline of the material-,
presented to the.San tliego.gruidelineeiWorkshOp on March 3, 1978
by Dean Paul on'7the'ilUbjeCt;Of,OCCUpatiOnal program evaluation.

The reasons for occupational program evaluation can be summarized
by utilizing the questions to be 'answered when seeking to write a
comprehensive news story: Why? What? How? When? Who?

The why of occupational progiamevaluation- can be 'summarized by,
reviewing the following: accreditation, fiscal., audits, VEA require-
merit of prOgram's strengths and weakness, cost aaalYSi:SP4:4sta for
grants.

-

.. -

The what areas incorporate t various. spects Of the prograM't
t - ,

. be evaluated and', among others, i dlude:- curriculUm, relevancy,MethOl=
dOlogy, instructors., facilities; resources, enrollment, placement;'.Citent.:
satisfaction,- emplOYer satisfaction and ,timing.

, The how factors in evaluation incorporate a wide variety of
techniques: Familiar to most occUpational educators in California are
the more formal systems (COPES, DROVE, TRACE, and SAM), but various types
of communitymdistrict and institutional surveys have been effectively '

utilized at Grossmont. Student follow up by the college utilizing a
'.mall system (copy appended) has'been used for many years. In addition
cost analysis of such ttems,as enrollments and attrition also are used.
Virious methods of instructor evaluation (by students, self 'or by peers
have been effective.

4 -(

The. question as to when to evaluation is 'a constant One, 'Most
educatori would opt for evaluations on a continuum -- have evaluations
as alaethod of locating potential problems'rather than evaluating "after
trouble as surfaced. Evaluation is done when you caft afford it (you
often can't afford not to evaluate). -Evaluation is a tool for improve-

, ment and thus-should be Malt into every program as a routine process of
action.

,Who ate to 'be evaluated?, Again the questiOh may"have a wide variety
of answers. According to the program priorities, certain elements will .

get'closei scrutiny than others, hilt the following are listed possible
areas for evaluation: (studentsjemployers, instructors, administrators,
supportive ssrvices,:counseling, placement, etc.) By the'same-tokeh,..-
these just- listed elements may also serve to;do the evaluation of their
own pakticipation in the program 8r some aspedts of the program itself.
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Dear Grossmont College Attendee or Graduate:

The Grossmont Community College Progl'am is vitally dependent on feedback from you and others who have had educational experiences
here. Your response by simply filling in this brief questionnaire when added to all the others constitutes vital information pertinent to
course'and program development and change. We need to know from you how valid our findings and assumptions have been rn es-
tablishing the present curriculum.

In the absence of any other means to secure this kind of feedback, I am taking this measure, and ask you to please respond. Your at-
tention and thoughtful cooperation to this matter will be greatly appreciated, and serves those who will follow.

P Sincerely,

O SOCIAL SECURITY NO.
YES NO

11111 I l 1 I

C. Allen Paul, Dean
Teohnical-Vocational Education

1 1
ARE YOU PRESENTLY ENROLLED AT A COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY? IF YES, CHECK (, ) COLLEGE(S) BELOW.
3752490 Grossmont College 3756764 San Diego Evening College 3780582 California Western University
3767209 San Diego State University 3756939 San Diego Mesa College 3781473 Point Loma College
3778370 University Of Calif., San Diego 3753001 San Diego Miramar College 3780582 United States Intemat'l University
3756632 'San Diego City College 3758075 Southwestem College 3788486 University of San Diego

2222222 Other
MAJOR UNITS COMPLETED SINCE GROSSMONT

WHAT IS YOUR PRESENT EMPLOYMENT STATUS? (, ) CHECK ONE

Employed in occupation trainedieducated; Namely
2. Employed in related occupation; Job Title

' - 3 Employed out of field; Area
4 Employed in an apprenticeship program Namely
5 Employed and not satisfied; Reason

O WHAT,-SINGLE STATEMENT BEST DESCRIBES YO R PRESENT JOB? (, ) CHECK ONE

1 Employedpart-tirn9, less than 30 hours.
2 Employed full -time. 30 hours or more.
3 Unemployed. Seeking Employment.
4 Unemployed. Not seeking work; why
5 Employed in Military.

0 YES NO
_I WOULD YOU LIKE GROSSMONT COLLEGE'S PLACEMENT OFFICE TO HELP YOU IN SECURING EMPLOYMENT?

DO YOU (, ) CHECK ONE

1 Live with your parents?
2 Rent?
3 Own your home?

y _q_si No
I I Received Certificate from Grossmont; When

Yes No
O I I _Received A.S Degree from Grossmont; When

No

O Received A.A. Degree from Grossmont; When
Yes

0 F-71 In Armed Forces while attending Grossmont.

Yes rNsLi0 Presently receiving public assistance or plan to apply.
No0 F-1
No

0 Area of study in Vocational Education

O Aron of study other than Vocational

O NUMBER OF DEPENDENTS

PRESENT EMPLOYER

Yes
I

No
I

1

Yes
I

1

Yes

COMMENTS

Did Grossmont College curriculum meet your needs?

Did you acquire a marketable skill at Gtossmont?



SACRAMENTO CITY COLLEGE

OCCUPATIONAL.ADVISORY COMMITTEES

Formation. Each occupational education program shall have an advis6ry committee.
Programs offered at more than one Los Rios College may operate with a joint advisory
committee.

Membership. Advisory committee members will be appointed by the college president
under authority of the Board of Trustees after consultation with the occupational
administrator and program faculty. Membership will normally be for a term of 1-3
years. Members will be selected based upon consideration of: (1) the authority of
the individual to represent an occupationalNroup, (2) the active and current involve-
ment of the individual in the occupational field, (3) interest, enthusiasm and time
commitment, (4) representation of community and student population. Department faculty.
attend and participate in advisory ,eoMmittees as program resource persons.

Meetings. OCcupational advisory committees will normally meet each semester. Special
meetings-may be called according to need. The occupational area deans will be respon-
sible for development of an annual schedule of advisory. .committee meetings and
review of meeting agendas and minutes prior to distribution. Meeting notices, agendas,
and support materials will be mailed two weeks in advance of the meeting with minutes
being mailed within two weeks after the meeting. Meetings will be chaired by the
instructional subject area chair or designee. Minutes will be taken by a subject area
chair designee.

Role and function. OcCupational advisory committees advise school administrators and
instructional staff on matters impacting educational preparation for employment. Com-
mittee functions include:

1. Providing information onspecific.skills needed for successful employment
within the occupational field.

2. Alerting the college to available educational field experienCes and personnel
qualified as teachers, substitutes, guest lecturers, .speakers, and resident
experts.

3. Providing recommendations on the instructional program.

4. Assis ng in improving public relations and communication between the
college and the community.

5. Assisting in recruiting students and in providing internships, work eXperi:
ences and graduate placements.

6. Providing review and recommendation of curriculum changes for consideration
by theicampus curriculum committee.

7. Reviewing legislation and administrative issues impacting the educational
program and/or the occupational field.

Parliamentary-procedures,. Advisory committees are designed to operate on a general,/
consensus basis. In rare cases formal votes may be recorded. Onlibonafide com-
mittee members may initiate motions and vote. All actions carry the status of
recommendations for administrative and district governing board consideration.

Evaluation. Occupational area deans will evaluate advisory committee meetings on
the basis of appropriateness of agenda, general conduct and participation of the
meeting and principal outcomes. The goal of evaluation is improved instructional
-program performance.

Associate Dean, Occupational Education
12/8/77
JG
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OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAM GUIDELINES
2.140 West Olympic Boulevard, Suite 531, Los Angeles, California 90006

. (213) 380-6000 Ext. 261

Occupational Advisory Committees
February 1978

TYpes:

.. .

1. Community Advisory Committees -- generalists
2. Occupational. or trade-tech. Advisory Committees--specialists

Purpose:

To insure the appropriateness ofexisting and
Proposed vocational programs or courses.

DUties and responsibilities:

To advise and assist in the development of-new programs.
To review existing programs and courses.
To review content of existing programs and courses.
To supply technical information.
To suggest modifications:

Changes ip course content
Deletion of courses or programs
Updating of equipment and/or tools.

Standards of performance (level of skills to be developed)
Selection criteria of students.
Employment trends immediate and future.

How many trainees can be absorbed.
Placement of students in full time and part time positions.
Assisting in instructor recruitment.
Development of apprenticeship training (if appropriate).
Entry level wages and salaries -- maximum obtainable.

value ofDetermining. program for employees presently employed in the
occupation.

Evaluation of texts, manuals, brochures and other instructional
material.

Types of equipment, tools and supplies needed.
Assist with acquiring donated equipment and'supplies.
Information relative to the adequacy of existing facilitiesor.
Suggestions for modification of existing facilities.
Assisting in the development of new facilities.

Limitations of Advisory Committees:

Limited to advising, assisting and suggesting.
program operation is the sole responsibility of the educational
institution.

Composition of Advisory Committees:

Representatives of employers', _employees, unions and public
agencies and.students.
The Committee should include individuals who can supply technical
and personnel information.
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*Frequency of Meetings:

This will vary with the task confronting the Advisory Committee.
New program development may require meetings as frequent as once a
month until the program becomes operational.
Program moultoring may be on 'a yearly basis.
Modificatie and updating may vary with the awareness of the need for
change by the instructional staff.
For ongoing programs it would appear that Advisory Committees should
meet at least once a year.

Meetings & Reports: i

An agenda should be developed and given to'committee member,_., if, advance
of .meeting.

Accurate minutes should be- taken and disseminated as soon as possible to
.

all members of the committee. 0
A file of the minutes and other pertinant data should be established
and maintained.

RecomMendatiohs:

When action is indicated this should be transmitted 0 the appropriate
administrator post-haste.
In general, administratfve.personnere.nd faculty should be kept abreast
of all developments.

Informing the public:

When applicable, students and the community served by the institution
should be made aware of what is going ors.

Recognition:

It is imperative that non-institutional members services should be
acknowledged at appropriate times.

References:

Handbook for Members of Consultant Committees for Occupations:
University of the State of New York, the State Education Department
office of Occupational and Continuiag'Education, Albany, New York.

The Advisory Committee: a handbook on how to schedule and conduct meetings
Los Angeles City Schools Division of Career and Continuing Education,
Career Education Services Unit, Industrial Education Office, Los Angeles,
California.

Advisory Committees: office of the Napa County Superintendents office,
pa, California.

Function of a Technical-Vocational Advisory Committee: South County
Community College District, Chabot College, Hayward, California.
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